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capable of corporate expression and politically inferior to Islam
and to Paganism."l
It was, however, for the eighteenth century and its chief re-
presentatives that Maistre kept the essence of his vituperation,
He rightly saw in the era, and in Voltaire and Rousseau as
its spokesmen, the fountain-head of the errors that brought
about revolution, democracy and dissent. " To others it has
been given to astound virtue but Voltaire astounds even vice,"
he remarks. " If anyone be attracted by the works of the man
from Ferney, let him be assured God does not love him, . . .
Voltaire deliberately prostituted a genius created for the praise
of God; his conception is absolutely unique and ml generis \
he was crowned in Paris but would have been banished from
Sodom/' As to Rousseau : " He is one of the deadliest sophists
of his age, and yet the most devoid of true learning, of wisdom
and particularly of depth—his apparent depth is only a matter
of words, he does not know how to use philosophical language,
defines nothing and misuses abstract terms. As La Harpe says,
* he deceives even when speaking the truth/ " -
As we stated earlier, it is easy to charge your opponent
with lack of critical faculties, but it is unwise of Maistre to
challenge comparison with Rousseau and Voltaire, The works
of a voluminous writer like Maistre must inevitably form a
peculiar mixture of good and bad; it was impossible for him
to write so many pages without making at times absurd state-
ments and without on other occasions uttering remarks full of
common sense and wisdom. As a political prophet the writer
who stated that " France would be saved by her aristocracy
and her clergy," who profoundly disbelieved in the stability
of the American Government and bet 1000 to I that cither
Washington would not be built, or that once built it would
not .be called Washington, or that no Congress would ever
meet there,3 had best be forgotten. It is difficult to hold us a
* Melange*, p. 510. See also his references to Anglicanism in his previously
quoted Appeal to^ England i " Anglicanism assumes that God became incarnate
for Englishmen" (Du Pape, Book IV,, par. 4).
2	Entretiens, chaps, ii. and iv.
3	Considerations, chap. vi.
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